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The capitalised definite article in the title above is in brackets because it wants to connect two things:
it refers to the title of Don DeLillo’s latest novella – The Silence,1 but also echoes some more general
claims regarding literature, posthumanism and silence by using DeLillo as an “example”. In doing so,
it follows up on a previous article that sought to read DeLillo’s Point Omega (2010) and Zero K (2016)
in the context of a question on what a “literature of the posthuman” might be, and whether
something like “posthumanist literature” would actually be possible or even desirable.2
Don DeLillo’s work has a long history of “unclassifiability”, as neither (late) modernist or
postmodernist,3 and as a critical and often cynical commentary of contemporary American culture
based on media mass consumption, environmental decline and a highly ambivalent attitude towards
humans’ increasing dependence on technology and screen media. 4 As one of his most astute and
consistent commentators, Peter Boxall, writes: “DeLillo’s fiction suggests a deep underlying
connection between technology, violence and capital, a connection which undermines the possibility
of historical progression”.5 Together with what Joe Tabbi called DeLillo’s aesthetic “talent of selfeffacement”, DeLillo’s choice of “media and technological systems … as sublime objects of
contemplation”6 therefore opens up possibilities of reading his work from a posthumanist point of
view or maybe of even seeing him as a “posthumanist” author.
DeLillo’s “pared-back late style” in his novellas since The Body Artist (2001) and Point Omega (2010),
with their “desert sparseness” and “bare-skinned narratives”,7 has been associated with a new
literary phase of “post-postmodernism”.8 His late work appears to oscillate between urban and
desert-like “post-human landscapes”,9 and between “flesh and code”. 10 Thus, even if they do not
display “a grand vision of a trans- or posthuman reality”, DeLillo’s narratives are driven by a number
of posthumanist “desires”, according to Mads Rosendahl Thomsen. One of these desires “relates to
becoming one with nature or the universe, and ceasing to be human, which is presented as an
attractive alternative possibility through hints at a broader cosmological understanding, where ideas
of the non-trivial nature of the material world are accentuated, while human consciousness is
described as exhausted”; another (desire) “goes directly in the opposite direction, focusing on the
ability of information to dominate and create its own world… [where] information seems to lead its
own life, detached from the control of human subjects, whose own capacity for self-inspection and
control are undermined”. 11 While human self-abandonment in the face of the desert and deep
geological time is foregrounded in Point Omega,12 loss of human self-control and the technological
“leap out of biology”13 is the main topic of DeLillo’s Zero K (2016).14
DeLillo’s most recent novella, The Silence,15 continues to illustrate DeLillo’s conviction that “we
depend on disaster to consolidate our vision”; however, it also (still) contains the hope that “fiction is
all about reliving things. It is our second chance”, in DeLillo’s words.16 It is also, like all of his novels
since 2001, still very much written with a sensibility of a future that is “in ruins”.17 The novella deals
with the imminent danger of collapse of our increasingly digital lives, as Craig Hubert characterizes
the plot in his review:
The skeletal premise of The Silence – a near fatal plane crash, a Super Bowl party upended by
the television screen going blank, followed by a series of digital connections quickly being
wiped out – is simply constructed to allow the characters to end up in the same apartment, to
be part of the same swirling conversation, to make sense of what is happening in their heads
and in the outside world. For DeLillo, the difference between the two is often tenuous. 18
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The “digital shutdown”, The Silence portrays, according to Alex Preston, appears like an attempt by
DeLillo to “bring Samuel Beckett into the Facebook age”. 19 What could be described as “our tragedy
of forgetting” in our increasing dependence on our externalised (hypermnemetic) digital devices,
platforms and networks is shown in The Silence’s apocalyptic absurdity as the ultimate
communication breakdown: “What began as a dialogue, gathered energy as trialogue, and peaked as
a pentalogue, soon topples like a Babel tower and disperses into monologues of unconsoled
dissociation: five separate ‘friends’ unable to communicate, unable to connect, unable even to
remember, nattering to themselves like lunatics, haunting the hallways, counting the stairs”. 20 In The
Silence’s own words: “When a missing fact emerges without digital assistance, each person
announces it to the other while looking off into a remote distance, the otherworld of what was
known and lost” (pp. 14-15). The insistent puzzlement and fascination with the “blank screen” –
“What is it hiding from us?” (28) – in the experience of “systems failure” (34), is like staring into a
“black hole” – the object and “event horizon” of Albert Einstein’s obsession, who serves as a constant
reference – and which is bringing down “world civilization” (35). Humans have become “digital
addicts … engrossed, mesmerized, consumed by the device” (99).
It would take too long to fully show to what extent The Silence is engaging with what have come to
be known as posthumanist motifs. Here is merely a short overview: human vulnerability in the face
of ubiquitous surveillance and face recognition; the loss of “our” sense of reality through increasing
“virtualization”; an artificial intelligence that “betrays who we are and how we live and think” (68);
the extension of war into cyberspace, biotechnology and “drone wars” (92); the increasingly invasive
cyborgisation of our bodies (“Do a select number of people have a form of phone implanted in their
bodies?” (80, 82), “Have our minds been digitally remastered?” (88)); human obsolescence (“We’re
being zombified… We’re being bird-brained” (84), with only “human slivers” remaining (90)). In sum,
The Silence covers our ambient eco-technological catastrophism (“Plastics, microplastics. In our air,
our water, our food” (94)) and of our “end-of-the-world movie” (104).
The idea of a “global silence” after the breakdown of (communication) technology makes its explicit
appearance on p. 80 of The Silence. It hints at a “post-technological” silence that threatens to engulf
the human and its “world”. As a writer, however, DeLillo is also concerned in another way with the
(global as well as individual, personal) breakdown of communication and its (presumed) ensuing
silence. His own imminent silence (every piece of writing, at least from a certain age onwards, is a
writing against the silence that must follow death), as well as, much more worryingly for any writer,
the silence “after” literature, or the silence that literature imagines after itself – i.e. the world ending
in silence (without “us”, and without any literature to witness our demise, no survivor to read and
remember the human, nothing at all). This strangest of visions is nothing new. In a sense, The Silence
can be seen as the latest example of what Ihab Hassan, in 1967, speaking from the apocalyptic
vantage point of another extinction threat, called “the literature of silence”. 21
It is no surprise that the paradox of a writing that survives its own end by, in writing, anticipating it,
(re)enacting it, so to speak, might return with a vengeance in our so-called “posthuman times”.
DeLillo says as much in his interview with Peter Boxall, where he evokes the idea of a “novel without
humans”, a novel “writing itself”:
The novel in the embrace of new technologies will be the novel that writes itself. Will teher
still be the lone individual seated in a room trying to create a narrative that is equal to the
advancing realities of the world around us? It may be that the fragile state of the planet will
summon a new kind of novel with a language that alters our perceptions… Will advancing
technology revitalize human consciousness or drown it forever? 22
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There is just one snag in DeLillo’s (and literature’s) ongoing dialectic of exhaustion and
(self)replenishment:23 only a human(ist) would (want to) imagine the world after them as “silent”. It
most certainly will be anything but…
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